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Abstract Trastuzumab is effective in the treatment of

HER2/neu over-expressing breast cancer, but not all

patients benefit from it. In vitro data suggest a role for

HER3 in the initiation of signaling activity involving the

AKT–mTOR pathway leading to trastuzumab insensitivity.

We sought to investigate the potential of HER3 alone and

in the context of p95HER2 (p95), a trastuzumab resistance

marker, as biomarkers of trastuzumab escape. Using the

VeraTag� assay platform, we developed a dual antibody

proximity-based assay for the precise quantitation of HER3

total protein (H3T) from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded

(FFPE) breast tumors. We then measured H3T in 89

patients with metastatic breast cancer treated with trast-

uzumab-based therapy, and correlated the results with

progression-free survival and overall survival using Kap-

lan–Meier and decision tree analyses that also included

HER2 total (H2T) and p95 expression levels. Within the

sub-population of patients that over-expressed HER2, high

levels of HER3 and/or p95 protein expression were sig-

nificantly associated with poor clinical outcomes on trast-

uzumab-based therapy. Based on quantitative H3T, p95,

and H2T measurements, multiple subtypes of HER2-posi-

tive breast cancer were identified that differ in their out-

come following trastuzumab therapy. These data suggest
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that HER3 and p95 are informative biomarkers of clinical

outcomes on trastuzumab therapy, and that multiple sub-

types of HER2-positive breast cancer may be defined by

quantitative measurements of H3T, p95, and H2T.

Keywords Breast cancer � HER2 � HER3 �
p95HER2 � Trastuzumab

Introduction

Trastuzumab (Herceptin�, Genentech), a humanized

monoclonal antibody that targets the extracellular domain

of the ErbB2 (HER2) receptor, is an effective treatment of

both early and metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer

(MBC), particularly when used in combination with che-

motherapy [1–6]. However, many patients treated with

trastuzumab do not respond, or experience disease recur-

rence, despite disease classification as HER2-positive by

immunohistochemistry (IHC) or fluorescence in situ

hybridization (FISH).

Much attention has been focused on improving the

prediction of clinical benefit, as well as overcoming the

technical shortcomings of current diagnostic methods [7–

10]. It is plausible that clinical outcomes can be improved

simply through better selection of patient candidates for

trastuzumab by increasing the accuracy of HER2 assess-

ments, if the increased accuracy extends the treatment

indication to cases which were otherwise excluded. How-

ever, assuming HER2 is the sole indicator of trastuzumab

responsiveness ignores the complex biological context of

the cell signaling system in which HER2 operates.

HER2 functions as a partner with other HER receptor

family members in the formation of heterodimers, which

initiate signaling through several key pathways that are

known to drive proliferation and survival in epithelial

cancers [11, 12]. Given the overlap and redundancy of cell

signaling pathways, the measurement of HER2 alone is

likely insufficient to accurately characterize trastuzumab

sensitivity for any given tumor. While overexpression of

HER2 protein may be necessary for trastuzumab activity

in vivo, the concomitant expression of other HER-family

receptors may provide opportunities for escape from

trastuzumab antagonism via their role as dimerization

partners of HER2. Unless methods are developed to mea-

sure additional biomarkers of trastuzumab response, it will

remain difficult to distinguish HER2-positive tumors that

are driven primarily by HER2 overexpression, and thus

may be highly susceptible to trastuzumab, from HER2-

positive tumors that are driven by HER2 heterodimers

(e.g., HER2:HER3) and may not be easily antagonized by

trastuzumab [13].

Although studies suggest that ligand-independent

HER2:HER3 heterodimers represent a trastuzumab-sensi-

tive oncogenic driver in HER2-positive breast cancer [14,

15], one can hypothesize that the concomitant high

expression of HER3 or its ligands in HER2-positive tumors

may confer escape from trastuzumab inhibition. Recent

data suggests that upregulation of a set of receptor tyrosine

kinases, including HER3, is pivotal in attenuating the anti-

tumor effects of a number of inhibitors of the PI3K/AKT

pathway [16], including those that act directly on HER2

[17, 18]. Furthermore, the down-regulation of HER3

mRNA has been postulated as a surrogate for activation of

HER2 dimerization [19], and HER3 mRNA levels have

been correlated with clinical benefit in ovarian tumors

treated with the HER2:HER3 dimerization-inhibiting

antibody, pertuzumab [20]. Lastly, in vitro data suggest

that heregulin-induced HER2:HER3 heterodimers mediate

trastuzumab insensitivity by activating signaling through

the AKT–mTOR pathway, and that trastuzumab is inef-

fective in abrogating this signal [13]. Recent clinical data

demonstrating the enhanced efficacy in both early and

metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer with the addition

of the heterodimer-blocking HER2 antibody pertuzumab to

trastuzumab is consistent with ligand-activated and possi-

bly ligand-independent HER2:HER3 signaling in HER2-

positive breast cancer [21, 22].

In this study, we sought to explore the association

between HER3 protein expression and clinical outcome

following trastuzumab therapy in a cohort of MBC patients

with HER2 positive tumors. We hypothesized that elevated

HER3 protein expression in the setting of HER2 overex-

pression is a reasonable surrogate for the presence of

HER2:HER3 heterodimers given a correlation between the
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two measurements [23, 24], and therefore may correlate

with suboptimal response to trastuzumab. HER3 is

expressed at relatively low levels and is difficult to quantify

by traditional IHC procedures in FFPE sections; therefore

we used the VeraTag platform [25, 26] to develop a

proximity-based assay for the precise quantitation of HER3

protein expression in FFPE specimens. We then measured

HER3 expression in a cohort of trastuzumab-treated MBC

patients and performed statistical analyses to explore the

relationship between HER3 expression and clinical out-

comes following trastuzumab-based treatment.

Finally, having previously found a dependence of out-

come on quantitative HER2 [27] and p95 (truncated HER2)

levels [28] in the current cohort, we further examined the

relationship of HER3 expression with clinical outcome in

the context of HER2 protein expression and p95 expression

using regression tree analysis.

Patients and methods

Materials

HER3 monoclonal antibody Ab6 was purchased from Lab

Vision (Fremont, CA). HER3 monoclonal antibody B9A11

was generated in-house as described in the Supplementary

Methods. Biotinylated and unconjugated mouse monoclo-

nal anti-human IgG1 antibodies were purchased from BD

Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ). The fluorescent reporter

Pro11 was synthesized and purified as described in US

Patent 7,105,308. Antibody conjugates Ab6–Pro11,

B9A11–biotin, and IgG1–Pro11 were conjugated and

purified as described [25, 26]. Ab6–Pro11 and IgG1–Pro11

conjugations were matched to similar hapten derivatization

ratios. All antibody conjugations were stored in 19 PBS

with 1 mg/mL BSA and 0.001 % sodium azide (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Streptavidin-conjugated methy-

lene blue was synthesized and purified as described in US

Patent 7,105,308.

Antibody characterization was performed using cell

lysates and FFPE slides prepared from MDA-MB-453,

MDA-MB-468, T47D, MDA-MB-231, SK-OV-3, and

H1650 cell lines as described in the Supplementary

Methods. The cross-validation of VeraTag assays using

ELISA, flow cytometry, and IHC assays is described in the

Supplementary Methods.

VeraTag assays

The H2T (HERmark� HER2 VeraTag assay) and p95

assays were performed as previously described [25, 26,

28]. The p95 VeraTag assay measures the highly active,

membrane-bound Met611–p95 form as previously

described [28]. Similar to the H2T assay (Fig. 1a, left

panel), the H3T assay (center panel) utilizes a pair of

monoclonal antibodies that bind epitopes in the C-terminal,

intracellular region of the receptor. H3T assay details are

described in the Supplementary Methods.

Study population

This cohort has been thoroughly described in prior publi-

cations [27–29]; the characteristics of the specific patient

set analyzed here are presented in Supplementary Table S1.

Briefly, the cohort is comprised of patients initially iden-

tified as having HER2-positive MBC by standard patho-

logic criteria of HER2 IHC 3? staining (HercepTest;

DAKO Diagnostics) or HER2 FISH gene copy number to

centromere 17 ratio of C2.0 and prospectively observed

during the administration of trastuzumab-based therapy at

the Medical University of Vienna between 1999 and 2006.

ER and PR were considered positive with detectable

nuclear staining in C10 % of cells. Five patients received

endocrine therapy (exemestane) concurrently with trast-

uzumab. All treatment decisions were made by the treating

physicians. Response to treatment was documented by

review of all imaging studies according to SWOG criteria,

and data on HER2 and hormone receptor status were

retrieved from pathology reports. Tissue for analysis was

derived from the primary tumor, five of which were core

biopsies and the remainder excisional biopsies. All patients

were re-tested by central laboratory FISH (PathVysion;

Vysis/Abbott, Des Plaines, IL) and by HERmark for

determination of HER2 gene copy number and protein

expression levels (H2T), respectively. The concordance

and discordance between the various HER2 assay results

have been reported [29]. The expression of p95 in this

cohort has also been characterized and reported [28].

Written informed consent was obtained prior to initiation

of treatment and biomarker studies. The research protocol

was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Penn

State University/Hershey Medical Center and the Medical

University of Vienna.

Statistical methods

All HERmark H2T assays were performed retrospectively

and in blinded fashion. Analyses of cutoffs were explor-

atory in nature. Kaplan–Meier analyses used the log rank

test. All p values were two-sided. Progression-free survival

(PFS) was defined as the time from the initiation of trast-

uzumab-based treatment to progression or censor, and

overall survival (OS) was defined as the time from initia-

tion of trastuzumab-based treatment to death or censor.

Patients were classified as H2T-high or H2T-low (HER2-
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normal) expression measured by the HERmark test and

based on cutoffs from previously published analyses [29].

The univariate cutoff discriminating high from normal H3T

expression was defined using positional scanning and

selection based on the lowest p value as previously

described [29].

Recursive partitioning was used to correlate continuous

H2T, H3T, and p95 measurements with PFS data. The
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probabilities of progression for the different subgroups

derived from the optimal partition tree were then compared

using Kaplan–Meier analysis. Regression analyses were

carried out using the R package rpart version 4.1-0 [30].

Results

H3T assay design and performance characteristics

The H3T assay was developed to quantify the total

expression of HER3 protein in FFPE specimens. The H3T

assay is based on proximity binding of two derivatized

antibodies and is similar in design to the VeraTag HER2

assay (HERmark), as previously described [25, 29]

(Fig. 1a).

The performance characteristics of the VeraTag H3T

assay are illustrated in Fig. 1b–f. H3T assay accuracy was

cross-validated using a panel of cell lines expressing dif-

ferent levels of HER3 protein, prepared either as FFPE

blocks, cell lysates or fixed cells, by comparing H3T mea-

surements obtained using the VeraTag assay to measure-

ments derived using several standard, well established

technologies (Fig. 1b). ELISA and VeraTag measurements

display a strong, linear correlation (R2 = 0.97, p = 0.0002)

across more than 2 orders of magnitude of HER3 expression.

Based on flow cytometry data, HER3 receptor levels varied

from several hundred to thirty-thousand receptors per cell in

the selected cell lines. As expected, a strong correlation

(R2 = 0.89, p = 0.005) was found between VeraTag H3T

measurements and the number of receptors per cell. HER3

IHC was also performed on FFPE sections prepared from cell

line pellets. As expected, MB453 cells stained strongly,

consistent with high HER3 expression. Staining for the other

cell lines was much weaker, with the IHC limit of detection

near the HER3 expression levels in MB468 cells. In contrast

to IHC where only slight differences in staining were

observed between the MB468, MB231, and SKOV3 cell

lines, the VeraTag assay revealed a *20-fold difference in

H3T expression levels across these cell lines, consistent with

FACS and ELISA results.

The precision (intra-assay variation) of the H3T assay

was demonstrated by generating replicate measurements of

H3T expression in cell pellets prepared by FFPE and tested

in the same assay batch (Fig. 1c). Assay reproducibility

(inter-assay variation) was demonstrated by performing

duplicate measurements of H3T in 57 breast tumors pre-

pared as FFPE specimens and tested in different assay

batches (Fig. 1d). The excellent correlation between

duplicate measurements (Spearman r = 0.94, p \ 0.0001)

showed a mean CV of 18 %.

The specificity of the VeraTag assay for HER3 detection

was evaluated by substituting non-specific isotype match-

ing control (ITC) antibodies for each of the HER3 specific

antibodies (Ab6, B9A11) in the assay. This experiment was

performed in both cell lines and breast tumors prepared as

FFPE specimens (Fig. 1e). The overlap in assay signal

between tumors at the low end of the H3T dynamic range

and tumors at the high end of the ITC range is small and

thus was used to establish a less than minimum (LTM)

signal threshold. Samples that generate LTM H3T values

were considered negative for HER3 within the sensitivity

limits of the assay.

The potential contribution to the H3T assay signal by

non-specific Ab6 and B9A11 binding to fat and non-tumor

stroma was evaluated by comparing H3T measurements

obtained using multiple paired tumor sections that were or

Fig. 1 a HER3 total protein assay (H3T) design. The H3T assay

(center panel) is a proximity binding assay that utilizes two

monoclonal antibodies that recognize distinct epitopes in the intra-

cellular domain of the HER3 receptor to generate a highly specific

and quantifiable signal by capillary electrophoresis in FFPE tumor

specimens. The H3T assay is similar in design to the H2T assay (left

panel) described previously [26]. One antibody in a proximity pair is

tethered to a fluorescent reporter group via a molecular moiety

containing a cleavable thio-ether bond while the other contains a

bound biotin–streptavidin–methylene blue complex that upon illumi-

nation (650 nm) results in the generation of singlet oxygen molecules

which release the fluorescent reporter molecules from antibody–

antigen complexes by cleaving the thio-ether linkage. Released

reporter molecules are quantified using capillary electrophoresis. The

p95 assay (right panel) uses a proprietary mouse monoclonal antibody

specific for the N-terminal amino acid sequence of p95 that is

recognized by a secondary anti-mouse antibody. This assay has also

been described previously [28], and uses the reduction of a disulfide

linkage by dithiothreitol (DTT) to liberate the fluorescent reporter

molecule from antibody–antigen complexes. b H3T assay accuracy.

HER3 protein measurements for a panel of cell lines that express

variable amounts of HER3 were generated using the VeraTag H3T

assay and compared to the HER3 measurements obtained using

conventional technologies including IHC, ELISA, and flow cytom-

etry. VeraTag H3T levels are expressed in units of relative

fluorescence per mm2 of invasive tumor or control cell lines (RF/

mm2). c H3T assay precision (intra-assay variation). Replicate H3T

measurements for four cell lines that express variable amounts of

HER3 protein were generated in the same assay run. Intra-assay

variation (CV) was 29, 16, 12, and 10 % for the SK-OV-3, MDA-MB

231, MDA-MB 468, and MDA-MB 453 cell lines, respectively.

d H3T assay reproducibility (inter-assay variation). Duplicate H3T

measurements for 57 FFPE breast cancer specimens were generated in

separate assay runs with a mean CV of 18 %. e H3T assay specificity

and sensitivity of detection. The specificity of the release of the H3T

fluorophore reporter [H3T (Pro-11)] and the lower limit of H3T

detection were demonstrated in both tumor cell lines and FFPE

specimens by substituting the photosensitizing (‘‘scissor’’) H3T

antibody with an isotype matched control antibody. Assay criteria

have been established to define specimens with H3T signals less than

minimum (LTM) signal as negative for HER3 protein (see ‘‘Results’’

section). f H3T assay specificity in the presence of ‘‘interfering’’

substances. To evaluate the binding of HER3 antibodies to non-tumor

tissue in FFPE tumor specimens the H3T assay was performed on two

breast cancer specimens with and without exogenous fat and stroma

as described in the Supplementary Methods. Non-tumor stroma and

fat do not contribute to the H3T signal

b
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were not macro-dissected to remove non-tumor tissue prior

to testing. H3T measurements were not affected by the

presence of fat or non-tumor stroma in the tumor section

(Fig. 1f). The specificity of the two HER3 antibodies used

in the assay was further confirmed by the absence of cross-

reactivity in SDS-PAGE/western blot and VeraTag assays

using cell lines expressing variable levels of HER3, HER2,

and HER1 (data not shown).

Impact of HER3 expression on clinical outcomes

in trastuzumab-treated MBC

H3T results were generated for 89 specimens with avail-

able tissue in a cohort of patients with MBC that were

treated with trastuzumab and had well-documented clinical

outcomes (PFS and OS). The clinical characteristics of the

patients are described in Supplementary Table S1, and

correlation of clinical characteristics is reported in Table

S2. HER2 tumor status and trastuzumab treatment were

based largely on HER2 IHC results with the remainder by

HER2 FISH. However, retrospective testing by HERmark,

a quantitative HER2 protein assay, and central laboratory

performed HER2 FISH revealed better outcomes in

patients with HERmark HER2-positive tumors and, to a

lesser extent, those with HER2 FISH-positive tumors [29].

In the current study, we sought to determine whether those

patients with the most favorable outcomes as predicted by

HERmark or HER2 FISH assays could be subdivided into

groups of different outcomes by applying a quantitative

HER3 cutoff. Sixty-one of the 89 patients that had tissue

available for H3T analysis were assessed as HER2-high or

H2T-high (H2T [ 13.8) by the HERmark H2T assay, as

previously reported [29]. We were unable to derive precise

H3T values for four H2T-high cases. Based on the corre-

lation between H3T expression levels and PFS for the

remaining 57 H2T-high cases, we used positional scanning

analyses of the hazard ratio and selection by the lowest

p value to establish a H3T assay cutoff (H3T = 3.5) that

best discriminated patient subgroups with significantly

different outcomes. Using this cutoff, Kaplan–Meier anal-

yses were performed to compare outcomes (PFS and OS)

for the two H2T-high groups, i.e., HER3-low (H3T B 3.5)

and HER3-high (H3T [ 3.5), against the H2T-low (HER2-

normal) group (Fig. 2a, b; Table 1). Within the H2T-high

group (H2T [ 13.8), patients with HER3-low tumors

experienced longer PFS than patients with HER3-high

tumors (PFS: HR = 2.7, p = 0.0021), although no signif-

icant difference in OS was observed. Similar results were

found when focusing on the HER2 FISH-positive subgroup

(Fig. 2c, d; Table 1). The clinical outcomes of the H2T-

high (H2T [ 13.8)/HER3-high (H3T [ 3.5) group were

comparable to the H2T-low group (H2T B 13.8; Table 1).

Within the H2T-low group, the four patients with

H3T [ 3.5 had PFS (p = 0.6) and OS (p = 0.14) that were

indistinguishable from the poor outcomes of the other

H2T-low patients.

Fig. 2 Clinical outcome based

on HER2 and HER3 expression

levels. Kaplan–Meier analyses

of PFS (a, c) and OS (b, d) for

MBC patients that received a

trastuzumab containing

regimen. Patient groups were

classified based on low and high

HER2 (H2T) (a, b) or HER2

FISH (c, d) and HER3 (H3T)

expression levels.

Discrimination of H3T high

from H3T low expression was

performed by positional

scanning with selection of the

H3T value with the most

significant p value (see

‘‘Patients and methods’’ section

for details)
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Impact of HER3 expression on clinical outcomes

independent of p95 and very high H2T levels

Next, a multivariate analysis was undertaken to determine

the role of HER3 in the context of both H2T and p95. A

regression tree analysis was used to ensure that previously

established univariate cutoffs for H2T and p95 were similar

when considering H3T, H2T, and p95 simultaneously. Using

this same cohort of trastuzumab-treated MBC patients, we

previously reported that within the confirmed HER2-positive

group (H2T [ 13.8 or FISH/CEP17 C 2.0), patients with

tumors that expressed elevated levels of p95 (p95-high)

experienced less favorable outcomes compared to the sub-

group of patients with tumors that expressed low p95 levels

(p95-low) [28]. Also in the confirmed HER2-positive group,

patients with tumors that expressed very high H2T levels of

H2T [ 68.5 in the current cohort [27] and H2T [ 125 in an

early breast cancer cohort [31] experienced less favorable

outcomes compared to the rest of the HER2-positives.

Having applied the VeraTag HER3 assay to measure H3T

expression, we next considered HER3 expression in the

context of p95 and quantitative HER2 expression to explore

whether these additional measurements could further explain

the varied clinical outcomes of patients within the confirmed

HER2-positive group. No significant correlations were

observed between either the levels of H3T and H2T

(Spearman p = 0.7), or H3T and p95 (Spearman p = 0.6).

We used the regression tree method as a multivariate

analysis to scan the continuum of H2T, H3T, and p95

measurements for significant association with PFS. Sub-

groups of patients defined by these biomarkers were

identified that experienced different clinical outcomes in

response to trastuzumab-based therapies. The optimal

regression tree and the Kaplan–Meier curves derived from

Table 1 Clinical outcomes of patient subgroups defined by HER2

positive or negative status by HERmark (H2T) or FISH, and HER3

(H3T) and p95. The cutoff for HER3 (H3T) was defined in univariate

analysis. Cutoffs for p95 and HER2 (H2T) were previously

established in univariate analyses [28, 29]

Biomarkers N Progression-free survival

Hazard ratio vs. best group p value Median PFS (months)

H2T [ 13.8, H3T B 3.5 44 1 – 12.1

H2T [ 13.8, H3T [ 3.5 13 2.7 0.0021 5.0

H2T B 13.8 28 2.9 \0.0001 4.2

FISH(?), H3T B 3.5 54 1 – 11.1

FISH(?), H3T [ 3.5 12 2.1 0.031 5.7

FISH(-) 21 2.8 \0.0001 4.2

Biomarkers N Overall survival

Hazard ratio vs. best group p value Median OS (months)

H2T [ 13.8, H3T B 3.5 44 1 – 37.4

H2T [ 13.8, H3T [ 3.5 13 1.4 0.44 31.8

H2T B 13.8 28 1.7 0.060 26.6

FISH(?), H3T B 3.5 54 1 – 37.4

FISH(?), H3T [ 3.5 12 1.2 0.73 31.8

FISH(-) 21 1.6 0.15 25.7

Fig. 3 Subclassification of HER2-positive breast cancer. Recursive

partitioning analysis was performed using HER2, HER3, and p95

expression levels to identify the most significant and incremental

discriminators of progression-free survival on trastuzumab
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the subgroups defined by the tree are presented in Figs. 3,

4, and 5. PFS and OS for each group are given in Table 2.

The first split of the tree is based on a H2T cutoff value of

16.1, which separates patients with low HER2 expression

(H2T \ 16.1) on the right from those with high HER2

expression (H2T C 16.1) on the left. This cutoff value is

similar to the H2T B 13.8 clinical cutoff previously

reported [29], and used in the univariate analysis of HER3

expression described above. These patients are segregated

next by intermediate HER2 expression (16.1 B H2T B 68.3)

versus very high HER2 expression (H2T [ 68.3). It is

important to note that this HER2-intermediate group identi-

fied by regression tree analysis is essentially the HER2-posi-

tives (i.e., not HER2-low), excluding only those expressing

extremely high levels of HER2, greater than approximately

fivefold above the cutoff for HER2-positivity. The patients

within the HER2-intermediate subgroup were further sepa-

rated based on H3T and p95 expression levels (Table 2;

Fig. 3). Subgroup A, characterized as H2T-intermediate,

H3T-low, and p95-low, experienced the best clinical out-

comes (Fig. 5; Table 2). In this cohort of HER2-positive

MBC patients treated with trastuzumab, multiple factors were

found to be statistically significant independent correlates of

shorter PFS and OS including elevated p95 expression

(p95[ 3.75), elevated HER3 expression (H3T[ 3.89), very

high levels of HER2 expression (H2T[ 68.3), and low

(normal) levels of HER2 expression (H2T B 16.1).

Discussion

Multiple, large, prospectively randomized clinical trials

have clearly demonstrated that trastuzumab is effective in

the treatment of HER2-positive breast cancer in both the

early and metastatic settings. However, many individuals

with HER2-positive breast cancer fail to respond or derive

Fig. 4 Distributions of H3T versus H2T (a) and p95 versus H2T (b).

As mentioned in the ‘‘Methods’’ section, H3T measurements with less

than the minimum quantifiable signal are designated LTM. Cutoffs

from the univariate analysis are shown in red as shown in Ref. [29]

for H2T, Fig. 3 for H3T, and in Ref. [28] for p95. Cutoffs derived

from multivariate recursive partitioning are shown in blue

Fig. 5 Clinical outcomes of HER2-positive subgroups established by

recursive partitioning of HER2, HER3, and p95 expression levels.

Kaplan–Meier plots of PFS (a) and OS (b) for multiple sub-

populations of HER2 MBC patients based on recursive partitioning

(Fig. 3) of HER2 (H2T), HER3 (H3T), and p95 expression levels.

The groups are defined as shown in Fig. 3 and described in Table 2
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sustainable benefit from this drug. To improve the clinical

outcomes of patients with HER2-positive breast cancer, it

is imperative that we understand why not all patients

benefit equally from trastuzumab treatment. In vitro data

have suggested that signaling through the AKT–mTOR

pathway initiated by HER2:HER3 heterodimerization and

mediated by PI3 kinase provides tumor cells that overex-

press HER2 with an escape route from the antagonistic

effects of trastuzumab. Indeed, pertuzumab was developed

precisely to target this putative resistance mechanism.

Recent data indicate that pertuzumab can abrogate signal-

ing through AKT–mTOR in response to heregulin-medi-

ated HER2:HER3 heterodimerization, while trastuzumab

cannot [13, 14, 21, 22]. Thus, we reasoned that accurate

measurements of HER3 protein expression might permit

the identification of HER2-positive breast cancer patients

whose suboptimal outcomes on trastuzumab therapy could

be explained by HER3-mediated signaling.

The data presented here represent the first clinical

description of trastuzumab escape mediated by the co-

expression of HER2 and HER3 receptors in metastatic breast

tumors. In the clinical cohort studied here, the PFS of HER2-

positive MBC patients with higher HER3 expression levels

was similar to patients with tumors expressing normal (low)

levels of HER2 (median PFS 5.0 vs. 4.2 months, respec-

tively) and classified as HER2 FISH-negative upon central

laboratory re-testing [29]. By comparison, the median PFS of

patients having tumors that over-expressed HER2 but with

lower levels of HER3 expression was 12.1 months, sup-

porting a correlation between high-HER2/high-HER3 co-

expression and reduced sensitivity to trastuzumab.

While it may be true that some patients with tumors that

overexpress HER2 fail trastuzumab because their tumors

also highly express HER3, it is likely that not every patient

that fails trastuzumab necessarily does so because of ele-

vated HER3 expression. Previously, in this same cohort, we

reported a correlation between elevated p95 expression and

poor outcomes in response to trastuzumab treatment [28].

Furthermore, using this cohort, as well as an early breast

cancer trastuzumab-treated cohort, we observed that patients

with tumors that overexpress HER2 at very high levels fare

considerably worse than patients with tumors that overex-

press HER2 at intermediate levels [27, 31]. Building on our

previous observations, we carried out a multivariate analysis

to investigate whether the patient group with HER3-high

tumors and poor trastuzumab treatment outcomes over-

lapped with patient groups with either p95-high or H2T-very

high tumors. Kaplan–Meier analyses on groups identified by

the regression tree analysis demonstrated that patients with

tumors that expressed intermediate levels of HER2, essen-

tially all HER2-positives except for the very high expressors,

in the absence of high HER3 and/or high p95 expression

were most responsive to trastuzumab treatment (median PFS

15.7 months, median OS 47.6 months) (Fig. 5; Table 2).

While the tumors of these patients had been confirmed as

HER2-positive (IHC 3?, central laboratory FISH-positive,

HERmark H2T [ 13.8) [29], they exhibited no other risk

factors associated with trastuzumab treatment failure using

currently accepted clinical criteria. It remains likely that

even this optimally performing subgroup (HER2-interme-

diate, HER3-low, p95-low expression) is heterogeneous, and

the further expansion of this analysis to include analytes such

as HER1, PIK3CA mutations, and PTEN might identify

additional subgroups with suboptimal outcomes that further

diminish the overall response rates of HER2-positive MBC

to trastuzumab containing therapies. Admittedly, such

Table 2 Clinical outcomes of patient subgroups identified by recursive partitioning of HER2 (H2T), HER3 and p95 expression levels

Group Biomarkers N Progression-free survival

Hazard ratio vs. group A p value Median PFS (months)

A 16.1 B H2T B 68.3, p95 B 3.75, H3T B 3.89 26 1 – 15.7

B 16.1 B H2T B 68.3, p95 [ 3.75 10 2.7 0.0063 7.8

C 16.1 B H2T B 68.3, H3T [ 3.89 9 5.8 \0.0001 6.4

D H2T [ 68.3 14 3.3 0.0002 4.5

E H2T \ 16.1 30 4.6 \0.0001 4.0

Group Biomarkers N Overall survival

Hazard ratio vs. group A p value Median OS (months)

A 16.1 B H2T B 68.3, p95 B 3.75, H3T B 3.89 26 1 – 47.6

B 16.1 B H2T B 68.3, p95 [ 3.75 10 2.5 0.040 22.9

C 16.1 B H2T B 68.3, H3T [ 3.89 9 3.7 0.0043 28.9

D H2T [ 68.3 14 3.7 0.0009 28.6

E H2T \ 16.1 30 3.7 \0.0001 26.6
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analyses will require significantly more patients in order to

be statistically meaningful.

Conclusions

The observations reported here suggest the existence of

multiple prognostic subtypes of HER2-positive breast can-

cer, characterized by the co-expression of HER2, HER3,

and/or p95, and are consistent with current models of trast-

uzumab resistance. Furthermore, these data not only offer a

potential explanation for the clinical failure of trastuzumab

treatment despite confirmed HER2 overexpression, but also

implicate particular subsets of HER2-positive breast cancer

patients as candidates for combination drug therapy

employing multiple targeted inhibitors of aberrant signaling

mediated by HER2, HER3, and/or p95. Nevertheless, these

findings represent exploratory retrospective analyses of a

well-characterized, yet small and uncontrolled, clinical

cohort of patients with MBC, and thus must be considered

hypothesis-generating. To establish true clinical utility,

these observations will require confirmation in larger, well-

controlled studies using pre-defined clinical cutoffs for

HER2, HER3, and p95 expression in blinded analyses.
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